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Abstract 

Religious education, its place in the school system of society, the teaching objectives and the content 

of the curricula oriented towards achieving them vary between European school systems. This 

variability is further enhanced by the model of religious education and the legal status of the different 

religions in each country. As a result, minority faiths face challenges in terms of how pupils are 

taught their own religion in school as part of their educational curriculum. On the other hand, it is 

also important that members of minority faiths are not forced to participate in the teaching of a 

religion other than their own. It is therefore important that the school's world view education 

curriculum takes account of religious and world view diversity in a way that respects diversity, 

considering UN´s the Rights of the Child. Similarly, religious education must consider equal freedom 

of religion in practice. Properly interpreted, it notices the right to be toughed about one´s own 

religion and not just the right not to be toughed religion topics in an educational setting. In Finland, 

religious education is provided in accordance with the pupil's religious denomination. 

Keywords: religious diversity, minorities, orthodox religious education, teacher training, confessional 

education, comparative religious education, pedagogy, religions and beliefs, multiculturalism, 

education in diversity, tolerance, human rights, church communities. 
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Introduction 

This article is a part of the ERASMUS+ funded project called Innovative Religious Education 

Network: educating to the religious diversity (IRENE). It briefly analyses the current religions in 

Finland, which mainly form the basis of religious education in the school environment. It also 

examines the legal basis for the teaching of different religions and beliefs in schools and educational 

contexts in general, and its implementation. It also examines the development of religious education 

curricula within the Finnish school system, how the curriculum of the Orthodox religion has changed 

along with other curriculum developments. A central part of teaching one's own religion is its 

pedagogical implementation, considering the pedagogical principles within the subject.  Also, the 

paper focuses on introducing the implementation of religious education in Finland and some results 

on the opinions of parents, guardians, and teachers on the current religious education curriculum. 

Recent research findings on the Finnish model of religious education are presented to demonstrate 

the importance of minority religions' own religious education. The outcomes state the diversity should 

include pluralism and the consideration of religious diversity also in school religious education to 

demonstrate in practice the value and meaning of equality in educational settings and life. 

 

Religious landscape in Finland 

Finland, as all Scandinavian countries, is a protestant country. For the moment most of the population 

of 5, 4 million people belong to the Evangelical Lutheran Church (67.0 %). The amount is slightly 

decreasing. The Orthodox Church has about 55.000 members (1.0 % of the population) and the 

number is slightly decreasing due both because of an ageing population and low baptism rates. In 

fact, the Orthodox population is unofficially larger because immigrants from Russia do not register 

as members of Orthodox parishes.1 The Roman Catholic Church has about 15,000 members. 

Protestant denominations such as example Baptists, Methodists, the Salvation Army and Adventists 

 
1  According the latest (21.3.2021) statistical information the Russian speakers are more than 80 000. 
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have a total number of members that remains under 1% of the Finland´s population. In addition, the 

number of Jews is about 2.000. In Finland, almost one in three people are registered in the population 

register or their religion is unknown.2 As well, every 4th person of the population is not signed up to 

any religious organisation. 3 

 

It is significant that due to immigrants and refugees the number of Muslims is increasing. At the end 

of 2017, it was estimated that there were about 70.000–75.000 Muslims, who are mainly staying in 

Southern-Finland. (There are no official statistical numbers of Muslims in Finland, because most of 

the Muslims are not signed up to an Islamic community). Nowadays it is very characteristic that for 

different reasons people are resigning themselves from the membership of the Lutheran church. That 

happens so that each year ca. 2 % are opting out of the membership of the that denomination.  

 

The guidelines for religious education in Finland 

In Finland the main way to get religious education (RE) is compulsory education in public schools. 

In general, there are not private schools, but there are 16 Christian schools providing basic education 

in different parts of Finland, and two of them also have a secondary school.4 The churches maintain 

so called “Sunday schools”, but the participation is on voluntary basis and nowadays they are not 

very popular. In vocational education there is no actual instruction in Religious Education. 

 

Religious education is a compulsory subject in both comprehensive schools (7–16 years) and in 

senior/upper secondary schools (16–18/19 years).5 It is organized according to the major 

denomination of the pupils in a municipal area. In practice, this means Evangelical Lutheran religion. 

However, as a subject, it is called “school’s general religious education”, not a Lutheran one. In the 

 
2 Suomen virallinen tilasto 21.3.2021. 
3 http://www.stat.fi/tup/suoluk/suoluk_vaesto.html#vaestorakenne. 
4 https://kristillinenkoulu.fi/koulut/ (retrieved 7.12.2021) 
5 Perusopetuslaki 1998/628 § 13. 
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Finnish context most pupils take part in Lutheran RE. This is due to fact that school´s general RE is 

open for everyone with some exceptions. Thus, more than 90 % of the pupils at Finnish schools follow 

these lessons. This means that more than 20% of the Finnish young people follow this education not 

being as members of the Lutheran Church based on their parents’ /guardians’ request.  

 

The status of Orthodox religious education (ORE) is different from that of other religious minorities. 

If there are at least three pupils belonging to the Orthodox Church in the area of the education 

provider, they must automatically be taught their own religion. Parents don´t have to request it. The 

rule therefore does not refer to a single school in the municipality, but to the municipality, i.e., the 

education provider. The provider may also be a private school, which is subject to the same rule. 

Parents or guardians of other minorities are advised to request RE instruction for their children if the 

condition of the minimum of three pupils is fulfilled. The condition for applying is that the person 

must belong to a religious denomination registered in Finland.6 The ORE also has students who are 

not members of the Finnish Orthodox Church but are joining to those groups because of their cultural 

background. The same happens also with Islamic RE. All the pupils in Islamic RE at schools are not 

members of the Islamic registered communities. The non-members are not included to the rule of 

three pupils. Taken together, these and the high number of Lutheran religious education pupils 

indicate that religious education is not necessarily linked to membership of a church or religious 

community. 

 

Since 1985 there is organized a separate lesson for the pupils who are not members of any religious 

denomination. The lesson is called Life Stance Education (LSE) or World View Education (Ethics) 

to encourage pupils in creating their own worldview.7 The lesson is not available for those who have 

their own religious education. This means, for example, that members of the Lutheran Church who 

have their own religious education cannot attend this lesson. Orthodox pupils who do not have their 

 
6 Perusopetuslaki 1998/628 § 13 (6.6.2003/454) 
7 https://et-opetus.fi/ (retrieved 7.12.2021) 
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own religious education can choose it or the general religious education of the school if their parents 

consider it an alternative. 

 

The number of lessons in religious education and Life Stance education is calculated as the number 

of weekly lessons per year. For grades 1–9, the total number of weekly lessons per year is 10.  8   This 

is the minimum, but the municipality may choose to offer more. They are allocated to each grade as 

follows. Grades 1 and 2 have two lessons per week. Over the school year, this makes a total of 76 

hours in theory. Grades 3 to 6 have five hours. The municipality can decide which grade has two 

lessons per week. Usually, it is in grade 4. Grades 7–9 have one lesson per week. In theory, one hour 

per week means 38 hours per school year. Lessons for each religion are taught in religion-specific 

teaching groups by qualified teachers. In grades 1–6, religious education is taught by a primary school 

teacher alongside other subjects, and in grades 7–9 and upper secondary school by a subject teacher 

(theologian). 

 

In vocational education RE or ethics are not included in the curricula. In pre-primary education 

(children at the age 6 years) there is no RE as an independent subject. As a part of the contents of the 

curriculum the instruction is dealing with different world views including religions and none. 

Children are supposed to become acquainted with their own and other worldviews and religions 

represented in the group of children or in their surroundings. The customs and traditions connected 

to them will be introduced. Non-religion is discussed alongside world views. 9  

In early childhood education and care (children under 5 years) the worldview education primarily 

focuses on examining together the religions and other worldviews present in the group of children. 

The goal is to promote mutual respect and understanding of varying worldviews as well as to support 

the development of the children’s cultural identities and worldviews. The children are familiarized 

 
8 Valtioneuvoston asetus perusopetuslaissa tarkoitetun opetuksen valtakunnallisista tavoitteista ja perusopetuksen 
tuntijaosta 422/2012. 
9 Opetushallitus 2016, 34–35. 
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with different worldviews and related traditions. Natural opportunities for examining worldviews are 

a part of this.10  

 

Since 2003, according to the Law of Basic Education (section 13) “the instruction of religion is 

arranged in conformity with the religious community of the pupils as instruction of the religion to 

which the pupil belongs in accordance with separate syllabi”. 11 As a result, the National Board of 

Education has so far developed curricula for 10 religions, including Christian and other religions. In 

the first phase in 2014, they covered the Evangelical Lutheran, Orthodox and Roman Catholic 

religions. Non-Christian religions included Islam and Judaism.  In 2020, the Board of Education 

approved curricula for Adventist, Bahá'í, Buddhist, Pentecostal, and Krishna religions.   The previous 

curriculum in 2004 had curricula for 13 religions.12 Churches are not directly involved in curricula 

issues or in compiling the Religious Education curricula or textbooks. The group usually includes 

religious education teachers and other experts in religious education (representatives of religious 

denominations) from different school levels and is chaired by a representative of the Finnish National 

Board of Education. The state is neutral towards religions and churches. 

 

Over the past decade, Finland has seen a more or less one-sided debate on the RE model, which in 

some terms denigrates the rights of minorities to their own religious education. Especially it has 

accelerated since 2019, when ministry of education proposed that the Life Stance Education should 

be opened to all as an alternative of RE. Another proposal has also been put forward to replace the 

current model of teaching religion and LSE with a common subject for all pupils, which would 

introduce them to the world's religions, regardless of their own beliefs.13 As will be presented later in 

 
10 Opetushallitus 2019, 45. 
11 Perusopetuslaki 1998/628 § 13 (6.6.2003/454) 
12 Opetushallitus 2004. 
13 Aikonen 2021a. 
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this paper with some research results concerning the debate on the model, the first proposal would be 

good as it leaves room for an own RE, but the second proposal is unacceptable. 

 

The advocates for a one lesson of “worldviews” are arguing that children in the classroom should 

have more opportunities for dialogue with people from different religions, both Christian and non-

Christian. At schools, the RE aims to educate pupils in accordance with their own religion to value 

and respect their own heritage. Nevertheless, own RE is not one-sided or closed to the reality of the 

field of religions and worldviews. The 2014 curriculum clearly defines among the tasks of RE as 

follows: “Pupils get acquainted with the traditions related to religions and worldviews in Finland as 

well as religions and worldviews elsewhere in the world. The subject promotes an understanding of 

the relationship between religion and culture as well as multiliteracy related to religions and 

worldviews. The instruction provides versatile information about religions and helps the pupils 

understand religion-related discussions.”14 This clearly states that in the comprehensive education 

there in no need for the one and same content-based religion lesson for all pupils. Needless to say, 

but LTE targets are not similar across religions and beliefs. 

 

Curricula development for Orthodox religious education  

At the end of the 1960´s and beginning of the1970´s two big educational renewals took place in 

Finland. Despite the renewals of the curriculum for comprehensive education in the 1980s the role 

and nature of the RE in schools faced quite few changes. Still the RE was confessional and church 

centred but the church were not directly involved in curricula issues or in compiling the Religious 

Education curricula or textbooks.  

In Finland, the first religion curriculum for compulsory education was introduced in 1925, and the 

next one was published in 1952. They did not include curriculum for Orthodox RE.  The first came 

 
14 Opetushallitus 2014, 140. 
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out as a result of the reform of compulsory education in 1970.15 The curricula for the Orthodox RE 

in primary and secondary schools (1970, 1977, 1985, 1994) have all had an almost identical teaching 

objective, with the aim of "raising active parishioners".16 Teaching has partly strived to indoctrinate 

the student into the religion being taught - to learn the religion.17 As those previous curricula show, 

religious education was confessional in nature. The curriculum for comprehensive education in 1994 

brought a radical change to the meaning and philosophy of curricula in RE. It was not that much 

normative as the previous ones and gave a lot of space to schools to make their own curricula for RE. 

Compared to the previous curricula there was first time ever both general and common objectives for 

different religions. These formed the basis for the development of religion-specific curricula with its 

own confessional contents and learning objectives.18 This was the first step to change RE to examine 

religions outside of itself and on a general level even though teaching was based on a confession.  

 

The 2004 curriculum introduced a major change in religious education in basic education and in 

general upper secondary education. Teaching could no longer be confessional. Education changed 

from “confessional religious education” into “religious education in accordance with one’s own 

religion”. First time ever there was given to all religions, Christian and none, the general and shared 

objectives, and contents. The pupils are encouraged in personal reflection on ethical questions. RE 

instruction supports the pupils’ self-knowledge, self-appreciation and to help them build and evaluate 

his/her identity and worldview. The objectives of Orthodox religious education stated that "the central 

aim is to strengthen and maintain the Orthodox identity of the pupil". 19   The aim was to support the 

pupil's own identity in religion - to learn about religion.20  

 
15 Aikonen 2015. 
16 Aikonen 2015. 
17 Grimmitt 1987. 
18 Opetushallitus 1994, 89. 
19 Opetushallitus 2004, 209. 
20 Grimmitt 1987. 
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The 2014 curriculum was revised in terms of structure and content.  It included broad general 

objectives common to the five religions (Lutheran, Orthodox, Catholic, Jewish and Islamic)21 and 

three common content areas. These form the basis for the development of religion-specific curricula.22 

The organization of education remains based on the teaching of the pupil's own religion and is not 

confessional. The subject's mission continues to state that " The instruction provides the pupil with 

elements for building and evaluating his or her identity as well as personal view of life and 

worldview". 23 The curricula for primary education in all grades should cover three key content areas. 

Those are the relationship with one's own religion (C1), the world of religions (C2) and the good life 

(C3). 24  

The teaching objectives at general level are no longer exclusively focused on religion to be taught but 

are broader and more varied in content than in the past. While the emphasis is partly on supporting 

pupils' growth - learning about religion, the 2014 curriculum also strongly emphasises the importance 

of religion and the broadening of religious understanding - learning about religion.25 

The teaching of religions is based on the general tasks, objectives and contents (TOC) common to all 

religious education subjects. For each religion, a specific syllabus has been drawn up for the religion 

to be taught, based on the three content areas mentioned above. In the case of the Orthodox religion, 

the detailed curriculum descriptions follow the core content areas of the religion.26 These are the 

doctrinal and other characteristics of the Orthodox Church, ecclesiastical life and the tradition of the 

celebration of the liturgical year, ecclesiastical art, holy people and their teachings, the contents of 

the Bible, ethics, the history of the Church and the world religions.27    

 
21 Religions included in 2014 Curriculum. In 2020, the National Board of education approved curricula for Adventist 
religion, Bahá’í religion, Buddhist religion, Pentecostal religion, and Krishna religion. 
22 Opetushallitus 2014, 21. 
23 Opetushallitus 2014, 134,246,404. 
24 Opetushallitus 2014, 136,151,409. 
25 Grimmitt 1987. 
26 More specific introduction of these, see Aikonen 2019. 
27 Opetushallitus 2014, 136,151,409. 
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Compared to previous objectives and content, the teaching will consider the culturally diverse 

Orthodoxy. In addition, a more detailed look at religions and their customs in Europe and on other 

continents, as well as an examination of the characteristics of Christian and non-Christian religions. 

Due to the changing nature of the curriculum, the content and quantity of some of the subjects taught 

in the home religion has been reduced. The focus has been shifted from the historical analysis of the 

Church to contemporary religiosity, considering the global and local development of one's own 

religion.28   

 

On the Pedagogical Elements of the Orthodox Religious Education  

Heterogenous teaching groups 

In schools, the teaching of minority religions is usually perceived as taking place in small groups. 

This definition has applied to all religions until the entry into force of the new Basic Education Act 

on 1 January 2003. Since then, small group teaching in the traditional sense can no longer be used for 

the Orthodox religion. This is because the education provider (the municipality) can now combine 

basic education classes 1-9 in the same teaching group. For all minority religions the situation is the 

same, but the groups have not grown in the same proportion as in the case of Orthodox teaching. 

Fortunately, teaching groups from grades 1 to 9 are not implemented as such, but groups can include 

pupils from both primary and secondary schools. Thus, almost without exception, the Orthodox 

religion is taught in integrated groups. The teacher often has two or even four curricula to teach in 

the same lesson in these joined teaching groups. The student population is in many respects 

heterogeneous. Pupils come from different grades and have different levels of learning ability. In 

addition, there are immigrants who attend classes based on their cultural background. However, they 

have not previously studied Orthodox religion at all. There are also teaching groups of which 80% 

 
28 Aikonen 2019. 
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are made up of immigrants with poor language skills.  

The teacher's pedagogical solutions in a heterogeneous small group focus on differentiation, 

harmonisation and periodisation, as well as long-term planning and didactic alternation between 

these. One practical solution is to have the elder pupils work quietly with each other and to work in a 

teacher-centred way with the younger pupils, changing these settings at some point during the lesson. 

Usually, the lessons begin and end with common issues to all group. Providing opportunities for 

discussion is central to the development of religious thinking and issues related to religion in primary 

education. 

The Pedagogical Orientation for Orthodox RE 

The core nature of Finnish Religious Education is with both teach and learn about a religion and from 

a religion (cf. Hull 2002, Ziebertz and Reigel 2009). In the case of minority religions, there is also a 

slight tendency to teach/learn the religion in terms of a traditional and spiritual heritage the religion 

in question.29 

In a lesson to practice a religion is not allowed. Orthodox pedagogy does not have a problem dealing 

with the question as to what kind of activities “are allowed or what are not” during a lesson. This is 

due to fact that in most cases the teaching content is related or has a connection to prayers and hymns 

that can be used to explain and illustrate the Orthodox doctrine and teaching contents. This 

pedagogical approach puts the contents into the context of the Church´s practices and tradition. That 

pedagogy can be called “confessional pedagogy”. 

This is how Orthodox Religious Education has been implemented in schools and basically one’s own 

religion in practice, supports the Orthodox Religious Education pedagogy and its good practice.  In 

instruction, the use of church hymns, prayers, the sign of a cross and icons, for example, must be 

pedagogically justified. If we apply the way of teaching in accordance with “one’s own religion,” a 

 
29 Aikonen 2005, 223–224.  
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consequence will be the use of the religion´s own pedagogy. This also supports the holistic approach 

of Religious Education.  

Holistic religious education in the school environment means integrating exegetics, ethics, dogmatics, 

church history and the liturgical life of the Church into the objectives and content of teaching. This 

means, for example, that the teaching does not deal specifically with the Holy Bible and its contents, 

without linking and relating the stories to ethical issues or the history of the Church. Teaching is not 

about teaching and reviewing teaching contents one after the other, but about interlinking them. 

Accordingly, in the teaching of liturgy, for example, we can extend the examination to the Bible, 

ethics, dogmatics, church history, church music, iconography, etc. In other words, teaching is carried 

out within a subject by integrating the various aspects of theology. It should be noted that this is not 

a didactic principle that a subject should be systematically discussed in its various dimensions. The 

principle should be applied in a spiral, so that there are fewer openings for dealing with younger 

pupils than with more mature ones.30 

Holistic religious education also means that the main teaching content and themes are repeatedly 

introduced in depth in different grades, but always from a new perspective and using appropriate 

pedagogical applications. The teaching model is partly like the so-called spiral principle. It differs 

from the holistic model in that there is less integration within the subject matter and a more linear 

progression. The main themes to be taught according to this principle are the cycle of the church year 

with its celebrations and fasting, alongside the teaching of prayers, chants and iconography. This 

principle is implemented, for example, in class prayer times and in the context of joint classroom 

teaching, with the whole group working together on topics such as the great feasts of the liturgical 

year. At the same time, these general themes are part of the so-called hidden curriculum of Orthodox 

religious education.31 

 
30 Aikonen 2005, 233–236. 
31 ibid. 
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Icons are the church's multifaceted teaching manual and the storytelling of the church year.32 One 

obvious example is the use icons in a holistic way. As an example, the Orthodox Church celebrates 

the Annunciation to the Blessed Virgin Mary on 25 of March. In accordance with the pedagogy of 

the subject being taught and in accordance with the ecclesiastical tradition, the teacher starts by 

introducing the festive icon in question at the beginning of the lesson. Looking at the icon, we can 

observe how it describes this Biblical event. Through the text of the troparion we can explore the 

dogmatic content of the feast and also relate the content of the feast to the liturgical life of the Church 

as part of the liturgical year. Based on this analysis, three educational aspects already can be identified 

in this context when using the holistic pedagogical approach. The pedagogy of one's own religion 

aims not only to provide knowledge, but also authentic experience, action and emotional experience 

which takes place in this case by singing the troparion. 

The holistic approach also includes the principle that there are not only "church" matters, but that 

education interacts with the society of its time. Religion interacts with society and considers the issues 

that arise from it in the content of religious education. 33  Lately one of these is nature and the 

environment. 

The teaching materials, or textbooks, are designed for each year group, but are used on a rotating 

basis. This is because, as mentioned previously, there are pupils from several different grades in the 

teaching groups and the teacher cannot teach each grade's syllabus (textbook) separately. For 

example, in a combined group, the textbooks are used in an even year with an even year textbook 

(e.g. 2nd grade) and in an odd year with an odd year textbook (e.g. 1st grade). So, in a group with 1st 

and 2nd graders, the students do not read their grade level textbook separately, but the 1st grader 

starts with the 2nd grade textbook and reads the 1st grade textbook the following year. In this way, 

the books take turns. 

 

 
32 Aikonen 2017, 150–151. 
33 Koulumzin 1975, 29. 
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How do Orthodox Christians feel about the current model? 

In February 2020 there was made research concerning the model of RE among the Orthodox 

parents, guardians and RE teachers (n=446). 34 

Respondents felt that denomination based separate religious education and its continuation was by 

far the most popular model. The results emphasized the importance of teaching one's own religion 

among Orthodox parents, guardians and teachers, i.e., the current model should not be changed. 

This was the view of 71% of respondents. This was also the view of Lutheran religion teachers in 

the survey conducted for them.35   

Why do we want to stick with the current model? The qualitative data in the survey highlights how 

the status of minority faith education is perceived in relation to the model options presented in the 

public debate. The results show that the answers to the open questions revealed that informants are 

concerned about the loss of one´s own religious education. More than half of the respondents stressed 

the educational as well as the informational importance of teaching one's own RE. The clearest 

justification for the current model of denomination based separate education for minority religions 

was that it supports pupils´ Orthodox identity and the transmission of knowledge about their own 

religion and culture.36  

Respondents felt that the model of religious education should continue to be based on separate 

education, but that it could be supplemented or complemented by common lessons.  Almost a quarter 

of them think that these could be LSE, world religions in secondary school or thematic lessons. The 

most popular ways of organizing joint teaching would be either to have students in religious education 

and all their teachers in joint thematic lessons, or to have religious teachers rotate through joint 

lessons. Joint teaching for all would be suitable for only 10% of respondents. Overall, the negative 

attitude towards LSE was not overwhelmingly negative. In open responses, the positive view was 

 
34 Aikonen 2021a, 258. 
35 Enqvist & Lupunen 2020. 
36 Aikonen 2021a, 276–278. 
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slightly more pronounced than the negative one.  The most positive argument in the open responses, 

thematically, was that there should be a choice of a religious subject in primary and secondary school. 

Just over a third (35%) of respondents were of this opinion. In upper secondary school this could be 

acceptable to 28 % of respondents.37 

This point of view is also supported by the results of another research on Orthodox RE. In this survey 

(n=372), implemented in 2020, parents, guardians and teachers were asked how significant they 

considered the learning contents introduced in the latest curriculum for the Orthodox religious 

education adopted in 2014. Respondents quite naturally identified one´s own religion (C1) as the most 

prestigious content. 74 % of respondents agreed with this. Further, an open-ended question asked the 

survey population what their opinion about the most important thing is within the own RE for pupils. 

More than half of the survey respondents answered this question. Among them, 20% agreed that the 

subject is important for the pupils´ identity. Ethical issues (C3) were the second most valued content 

group by 62 % of respondents. The third most valued content was world religions (C2), with 42% of 

respondents rating it as important. Different world views were less valued (27%). This was the view 

of just over one in four respondents.38 

In conclusion, the results of the studies show that parents and guardians of children and young people 

in Orthodox religious education, as well as teachers, perceive the model of denomination based 

separate education as a particularly important normative legitimacy, a social value. Replacing the 

model in use with a common subject for all shows that the role of religious education and its potential 

and importance in value education have been misunderstood and misinterpreted. This would be a 

culturally and culturally counterproductive change in the development of social and world diversity. 

A dead end for pluralism?  

 
37 Aikonen 2021a, 263–264; 269–270. 
38 Aikonen 2021b, 38–40. 
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